Top Toys for Tub Time!

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

It seems like a simple enough task to find water-worthy
toys for the tub. When you rule out the ones that channel water out of the tub and onto the floor, toys that
collect water inside that can’t drain out, and those with
metals bits that rust out over time, you might come up
short in the bath fun department. But there are always
some well-designed playthings that float to the top of
the list. The following toys for the tub are recommended as water-friendly, parent-pleasing and fast favorites
for kids in the bath!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Green Toys
Seacopter

Boon Water Pipes
(Boon)

A big part of water’s enchantment in the tub is the way it moves.
Waves, bubbles, and every other
kind of hydrodynamic is a siren’s
call to kids. Boon Water Pipes are
colorful transparent pipes that
suction onto bathtub walls creating channels for water to travel along. Each pipe features a
distinct action or shape that affects the water passing through
it. The pipes can be arranged singly or grouped together in a
series so that water poured from the top travels through each
consecutive pipe on its way back to the bath. Ready to rearrange for repeated water shows, Boon’s Water Pipes bring the
dynamic of moving water to the fore with crystal clarity.

(Green Toys)

Aviation pretend-play moves
easily to the water with Green Toys
Seacopter. Ready to rule the skies
and ride the waves, the Seacopter
features top and tail rotors that move
manually, pontoons that fill and spill
to control buoyancy, and a small bear
pilot figure for the open cockpit. Perfect for floating and flying,
the Seacopter is made in the U.S.A. from recycled milk jugs and
is dishwasher-safe for occasional cleaning. Amphibious fun both
in and out of the tub, the Green Toys Seacopter is a versatile and
worry-free addition to the bath toy box.

Floating Octopus
Hoopla

Moby Waterfall Bath
Rinser

With plenty of arms to catch
all the action, the Floating Octopus Hoopla from Nuby is a fun
and colorful addition to the tub
toy line up. Just the right size for
the littlest hands, the Floating Octopus offers up its purple tentacles, ready to hook the three rings included in the set. While it
mimics a ring toss game, the rings are not really large enough for
children to have much success actually tossing them. Rather it
works much better as a tool to support hand-eye coordination in
toddlers as they learn to steady the Octopus and work the rings
onto its limbs. A cheerful friend to have in the tub, the Floating
Octopus Hoopla makes a big splash with the youngest bathers!

Rinsing a child’s head in the
tub is rarely an easy task. Finding a
method and means that get the job
done quickly and efficiently is the grail
of shampoo-weary parents. Enter the
Moby Waterfall Bath Rinser. Unlike
regular pitchers and buckets which scoop up water, but pour
unevenly and imprecisely, the Moby is designed with a child’s
limits in mind. The wide mouth and interior channels moderate
and direct the flow of water evenly and across the whole head so
the rinse is complete in just 1-2 pours. The soft rubber lip of the
rinser molds to the contour of a child’s head keeping water away
from their face. After the rinsing is over, Moby (in the shape of its
namesake whale) becomes a fun tub toy for the rest of bath time!

(Skip Hop)

(Nuby)

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
The Power of One Word
Words have power. Some more that others. While ‘chair’, ‘green’ and ‘pencil’ are words that generate a narrower range of imagery among those who hear
them, there are also words that call to mind special images and feelings for everyone who hears them. Single words like ‘Mom’, ‘home’ and ‘love’ are powerful and
can mean something unique to each person. The following books are powered by
a solo word title. And even though just a single word sets the stage, these titles
make the one word speak volumes!

STAY!

by Alex Latimer (Peachtree Publishing)
Ben believes his dog, Buster, is the best in the world. But in truth, Buster is a real handful. Wild at
heart, hard to control, and powered with excess energy, he’s almost more than a family can handle.
So when Ben’s parents plan their vacation, they realize it will be best for all concerned to leave Buster
with Grampa. This decision spurs Ben to begin writing down some helpful tips that will aid Grampa in
the care and keeping of a dog like Buster. But as he writes, he thinks of more things Grampa needs
to know and his initial note becomes an endless stream of pages (and later postcards) with helpful
tips for Buster’s management. Delightfully illustrated by Latimer (and Ben) the epistolary style of this
laugh-out-loud picture book will keep it in top rotation for young readers!

SWAP!

by Steve Light (Candlewick Press)
A grizzled sailor and his young companion with a peg leg are forlorn and shore-bound with
an old ship that needs a massive overhaul to become seaworthy. As they wander along the
quayside marketplace, a loose button sparks an idea in the enterprising boy. The two sailors
begin to trade for the things they need to bring the ship back into shape. Their button is offered to
a woman for two teacups and the first swap is made. Teacups are swapped for coils of rope and
their journey of trade continues. Readers will begin to discern hints in the highly detailed illustrations that explain how each swap serves each trader’s needs. This early introduction to economics may spur some creative bargaining from kids who demand repeat reading of this book.

WHOOPS!

by Suzi Moore, Illustrated by Russell Ayto (Candlewick Press)
The problem is simple enough. A cat, a dog and a mouse are not able to make their trademark
sounds. In search of their “meow”, “woof” and “squeak” respectively, the three are advised by the
owl to seek out a spell from the old lady in the tumbledown house. Hoping for the “spell to make
them well”, the voiceless trio travel to the old lady for help. But her skills are a little rusty and the
right spell might be harder to cast than anyone expects. Ayto’s spare line drawings enjoy powerful
color treatment as the story progresses, and Moore’s on point rhyming text is punctuated with sound
effects that the read-aloud set will enjoy sharing with the reading partner. As unintended consequences generate a fair number of “Whoops!”, the final result of the “spell to make them well” truly
defines the title word.
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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